
CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

A Leading Enterprise of Things (EoT) 
Security Provider Saw a 10x Increase in 
TAM Coverage

Our client is a leader in Enterprise of Things security. They offer platforms 

that identify, segment, and enforce compliance of any device across a 

network. Their platforms are some of most widely deployed and scalable 

enterprise-class solutions for device visibility and control. 

Many Fortune 1000 companies and government organizations rely on them 

to reduce the risk of business disruption from security incidents or 

breaches, ensure and demonstrate security compliance, and increase 

security operations productivity.
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The Situation

Lack of data coverage in ANZ, ASEAN, and India

They relied on a leading North American data provider for their data strategies. However, all the new data 

offered through those platforms were either irrelevant or insufficient to penetrate into the ANZ market. They 

were looking for a specialized data vendor who can help them with detailed intelligence and comprehensive 

profiles of the most important decision-makers and organizations in ANZ, ASEAN, and India.

They were looking for a 
specialized data vendor who can 
help them with detailed 
intelligence and comprehensive 
profiles of the most important 
decision-makers and 
organizations based in ANZ, 
ASEAN, and India.

Slow and manual lead 
processing meant the team 
wasn’t able to find new contacts 
in ANZ for weeks.

Wastage of valuable time and resources

Due to a lack of global data coverage, their sales and marketing teams were spending a lot of time doing 

operational tasks like researching and processing lead data. Slow and manual lead processing meant the team 

wasn’t able to find new contacts in ANZ for weeks. Their team needed to get new and high-quality leads back 

into their workflow as quickly as possible.

Niche target market

The company's target market consisted of very niche titles. Most of their target base had people working in 

various levels (Global Head, Director, Consultant, Manager) of functions like IT, IT security, IT compliance, and so 

on. They needed a tool which that help them perform granular company and contact research of key 

decision-makers based in ANZ, ASEAN, and India.
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Accurate direct dials and mobile numbers

With direct access to high-quality data on accounts and contacts in ANZ, the client's inside sales representatives improved 

their connect rate drastically. Discover, SMARTe's prospect discovery platform, offered direct dials and mobile numbers 

with 50% coverage in EMEA and APAC across 44 countries.

Firmographic data and list-building capabilities

Discover's hyper-persona segmentation offered them the ability to search with specific keywords across a person’s profile 

covering levels, functions, titles, roles, job responsibilities, past experience, skills, locations, and more.

Seamless data delivery to CRM

With seamless data delivery to their CRM, we helped their teams identify new contacts from their target accounts and 

updated their CRM in real-time with fresh contact data. They were also able to fetch mobile numbers and direct dials of 

prospects in real-time from within the CRM interface.

Discover allowed us to expand our sales outreach efforts to a whole new level. Their unmatched data coverage in ANZ, 

ASEAN, and India helped us tap into new markets and find new clients.

-  Director, Marketing (APAC and Japan)

Global data with a focus 
on ANZ, ASEAN, and India 

Advanced search 
functionality

Access to direct dials and 
mobile numbers

Seamless data delivery
to CRMs

Global data coverage with a focus on ANZ, ASEAN, and India

SMARTe's data helped their teams boost TAM coverage leveraging SMARTe’s extensive data counts in ANZ, ASEAN, and 

India. With a vast experience in managing global data across APAC, EMEA, North America and LATAM, SMARTe delivered 

5X more data than the client's existing data provider.
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The Result

ANZ, ASEAN, and India
Regions covered

10x
Increase in TAM coverage

2x
Increase in demos scheduled

www.smarteinc.com

38%
Increase in connect rate


